
Nest of the Brass Dragons

Chapter One of upcoming adventure collection "Dungeons With Dragons"

Introduce your level 1 party to the dangers of dragon lairs with a wyrmling... rescue?



Chapter One: Brass Dragon Nest
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The Lair

–

The Dragons

Into the Lair
1. Entrance

Hidden in the craggy face of the mountain is a wide cave

mouth. Though the passage seems to narrow as it delves into

the mountainside, this huge, roughly carved entrance warns

that you are entering the lair of something much, much larger

than you.

2. Entry Hall

3. Pit Trap

4. Eastern Passage

5. Emergency Exit

Secret Door

Looking through the low door, you can see the massive desert

stretching beyond the mountain.

It looks like something tiny could use this door to sneak in

and out.



6. Bats

Secret Door

7. Treasure Hoard

Pushing open the secret door, you see a pile of gold and gems

glittering in the light of your torch.

Treasure

Optional Treasure

Because of the prevelence of dragons in my home

campaign, this hoard contained one extra item: the

legendary sword Kelotrik (see Appendix). While

attuned, the sword glows in the presence of

dragons and deals extra damage to chromatic

dragons (but no damage to metallic dragons).

If you'd like to give this sword to your party, they

find it, glowly faintly, at the bottom of the treasure

pile. It stops glowing once picked up.

Secret Door

8. Secret Passage

9. Snake? Snake!

10. Western Passage

11. Boneyard

This round, natural chamber is completely open to the sky. The

ground here is covered in shifting sands blown in from the

desert, as well as cracked bones and broken armor.

Source of the Bones?

In my campaign, the burnt bones and clawed armor

came from undead the brass dragons had been

rounding up from the desert and destroying.

If your players ask too many questions about the

bones, they can simply be a mix of cracked bones

from livestock and evil adventurers who tried to

abduct the dragon egg/wyrmling.

12. Portcullis

13. Nesting Chamber

This massive, sandy chamber has a towering ceiling supported

by six pillars with spiraling, serpentine carvings. The far wall is

nonexistent, leaving a natural window overlooking the vast

desert.



Appendix

The sands fall away as a small frilled head on a long serpentine

neck raises out of its sandy bed. Bright, intelligent eyes blink at

you as the small creatures chatters.

Resolution

Kelotrik

This sword was originally created to hunt down and

destroy the followers of Tiamat, but the

enchantment was faulty. So while it still only

damages chromatic dragons, it detects the

presence of any dragon.
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